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Abstract
The global navigation satellite system GPS (Global Positioning System) offers a position accuracy of about 10-15 meters today. However, this is not enough for some applications such
as navigating ships through narrow channels. Furthermore, GPS does not provide any integrity of the system (a maximum error bound of the position). Integrity is critical for safety-oflife applications, such as in the aviation industry.
EGNOS (European Geostationary Navigation Overlay System) is a satellite based augmentation system in development, that together with GPS provides integrity and improved accuracy
of the user position. EGNOS works by closely monitor the GPS satellites at monitoring stations scattered around Europe. Corrections and integrity bounds of the GPS signals are computed and encoded into messages. These messages are transferred to the users via geostationary satellites on the same frequency as GPS.
This thesis describes a receiver implementation for decoding the EGNOS signal-in-space into
messages and applying those messages to GPS measurements. Those steps are done in realtime. The EGNOS receiver is built as an extension to an existing GPS receiver.
The EGNOS receiver decodes the signal-in-space into messages using a Viterbi decoder.
These messages are then processed to compute local corrections and integrity information
which are applied to the position solution. The position accuracy is found to be improved by
the use of EGNOS.
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1 Introduction
The accuracy in the Global Positioning System (GPS) is about 10-15 meters today but users
are not sure how reliable the position is because there are no integrity parameters for ordinary
GPS receivers. This is a problem for the GPS as a system because it cannot be used for safetyof-life applications without augmentation. For example, it is not suitable to use only GPS to
navigate a ship through narrow channels.
To get a more accurate and secure position calculated there has to be some sort of assistance
system to GPS. There exists several different kinds of augmentation systems; some are local
area while others have more wide area coverage. The primary augmentation system we will
work with in this master thesis is a Satellite Based Augmentation System (SBAS) called
European Geostationary Navigation Overlay System (EGNOS).
EGNOS is a European space based augmentation system that will be used to add more reliability and accuracy to current operating navigation systems as GPS. Except from being just
another satellite ranging source for the user, the signals from the satellites will also provide
corrections and information about the accuracy of position measurements delivered by GPS. It
will include accurate information about position of the satellites, the accuracy of the clocks on
board and information about ionosphere disturbances. With EGNOS you will be told that you
are at a particular spot with high degree of certainty.
This master thesis is about implementing an SBAS receiver and to interpret the data provided
by the system on a GPS position to get a more accurate position estimate and to obtain integrity of a position. Integrity is defined as the ability to inform the users when the system should
not be used. The decoder will be integrated and tested with the NordNav-R30 receiver.

1.1 NordNav Technologies AB
NordNav develops complete real-time software solutions of GPS and Galileo receivers in
positioning and navigation applications. The NordNav-R30 is a unique product from the company, it is a GPS L1 software receiver system targeted for research and development.

1.2 Project goals
The goal with this project is to implement a prototype receiver for the EGNOS signal. It is
also to analyze and evaluate how well EGNOS works and how much it improves accuracy
and integrity in GPS. The intention is to integrate the EGNOS receiver with the NordNav-R30
so that it is possible to see EGNOS corrected position and integrity in a real time position fix.
To achieve those goals we must first receive and decode the messages, then interpret the content of the message and finally give that information to the GPS receiver.
The project will consist of four major parts:
1. Decode the EGNOS signal and get the messages. The major part here is the Viterbi
decoder.
2. Interpret the EGNOS messages according to the specifications.
3. Integrate our EGNOS receiver with the NordNav-R30.
4. Analyze and evaluate EGNOS and examine how much it improves on accuracy and
integrity.
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1.3 Demands and limitations
Demands on our receiver implementation are:
•
•
•
•
•

The messages from EGNOS must be interpreted correctly, even if parts of the signal
from the satellite are distorted.
The EGNOS receiver shall be implemented in ANSI-C.
The platform is primarily Windows.
A short manual for the receiver should be written.
The work shall be documented.

Things that we should not do:
•
•

Receive the GPS signal or make a GPS receiver.
Receive the actual signals from the satellite. This is done by the NordNav-R30. Our
work starts with the received SBAS symbol bits.

1.4 Previous work
This master thesis uses parts of an earlier project done by Fredrik Lindström and Mikael Larsson. The project was part of a university course at the Luleå University of Technology. In this
course, a SISNeT client was created.

1.5 Outline
Here is an outline of how the rest of the report is structured.
Chapter 2. Background
The report begins with a survey of GPS, Augmentation Systems and EGNOS.
Chapter 3. GPS receivers
Then follows a short and dense explanation of how GPS receivers work.
Chapter 4. Our EGNOS receiver implementation
Here is an explanation of the design of the software that was created for this master thesis.
The report is then divided into the two major parts that the software consists of; the part that
decodes the stream of bits from the satellites into messages and the part that applies the messages into corrections and integrity. These parts are called EGNOS decoder and EGNOS applier respectively.
Chapter 5. EGNOS decoder
The EGNOS decoder is further divided into the smaller parts. Each of these smaller parts has
a general background, an explanation of its role in the MOPS and an explanation of the implementation in our software.
Chapter 6. EGNOS applier
The applier chapter is divided into correction types where each correction type is explained in
the sense of why it is needed, it is then explained how it is handled in the GPS system, how it
is handled in the MOPS and finally how it is implemented in our software. This part also contains a section about the integrity.
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Chapter 7. Analysis
In this chapter we present an analysis of the corrections, integrity and software complexity
implemented in the receiver.
Chapter 8. Conclusions
The report ends with a conclusion of the thesis.
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2 Background
This chapter cover the basics of a Global Navigation Satellite System. The explanation of the
navigation system will end up with classifications of error sources in the system and ways to
solve that problem with for example a Satellite Based Augmentation Systems.

2.1 Global Navigation Satellite System
A Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) consists of a network of satellites that transmit
ranging signals used for position and navigation anywhere around the globe. A GNSS permits
land, sea, and airborne users to determine their three-dimensional position, velocity, and time
24 hours a day, in all weather, anywhere in the world with a precision and accuracy far better
than other radionavigation systems available today.

Figure 1. The GPS satellite constellation.
The U.S. Global Positioning System (GPS) and the Russian Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS) are the two global satellite navigation systems that are in operation today.
Europe is developing a GNSS called Galileo which is a joint initiative of the European Commission (EC) and the European Space Agency (ESA). Galileo is planned to be fully operational in 2008. [ESA, 2004]
From now on we will focus on GPS as that system is the major GNSS today.

2.1.1 Global Positioning System
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite based radionavigation system developed
and operated by the U.S. Department of Defense. The system was declared operational in
1995 but has been under development since the late 1960s. GPS is a passive system and as
such it provides a position navigation service to an unlimited number of users.
The GPS satellite constellation consists of 24 satellites which operate in the medium earth
orbit at an altitude of about 20000 km. Each satellite is transmitting a navigation signal at the
GPS L1 frequency (1575.42 MHz). A Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) technique is
used where each satellite has its own specific pseudo-random noise (PRN) code. The GPS
ranging signal defines the satellites position, system time, clock correction parameters and
modulates this information with data at 50 symbols per second.
Actually each satellite is transmitting on two different frequencies where the L2 frequency
(1227.60 MHz) is only for authorized military users. The system can in this way provide two
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services; the free Standard Positioning Service (SPS) and the military Precise Positioning Service (PPS). The GPS SPS has in its original form accuracy of about ten meters.
The receiver calculates its position by using a triangulation technique. If the distance to three
fixed points is known it is possible to calculate the 3D position of the user relative to these
points. This is done in the system where the satellites acts like precise reference points but
here are the distances to the satellites derived by multiplying the travel time from the satellite
to the receiver with the speed of light. It would be enough with only three satellites in view to
get a position solution if the receiver and the satellites was perfectly synchronised. Since these
clocks are not perfectly synchronised the receiver needs one more satellite to be able to calculate the position. The clock bias term and the three position coordinates make it four unknowns that the receiver has to solve. Thus at least four satellites need to be used to be able to
solve the four unknowns.
The quality of a position measurement depends basically upon two factors; the number of
satellites in view and their spatial arrangement in the sky. The satellite geometry changes with
time as the satellites move across the sky.
Due to various kinds of errors the true range to each satellite cannot be calculated, instead the
user will get the pseudorange to each satellite. The challenge for the receiver is then to derive
the true range from the pseudorange by using error models for each type of error.
There are six classes of errors in GPS that degrade the position accuracy, including ephemeris
data, satellite clock, ionosphere, troposphere, multipath and receiver noise. Those different
error sources will be discussed more in detail in later sections.
Table 1 show the magnitude of the error sources, as we can see it is the ionospheric delay that
is the major error source. This error is reduced to about zero if a dual L1/L2 receiver is used.
Segment Source

Error Source

GPS Error (m)

Space

Satellite Clock stability

3.0

Satellite perturbations

1.0

Other (thermal radiation, etc)

0.5

Ephemeris prediction error

4.2

Other (thruster performance)

0.9

Ionospheric delay

5.0

Tropospheric delay

1.5

Receiver noise and resolution

1.5

Multipath

0.5

Total (root-sum-squared)

8.0

Control

User

System UERE

Table 1. GPS SPS error budget. [Kaplan, 1996]
For a more comprehensive GPS understanding see Misra & Enge (2001) and HofmannWellenhof et al. (1994).
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2.1.2 Differential GPS
As we saw above GPS has six error sources that one could work to eliminate and thus get a
more accurate navigation system. To improve the navigation system one can build up a differential GPS system. This type of systems uses a fixed base station that knows its precise position and can then determine the bias in the measurements. This reference receiver computes a
range error to each satellite in view and broadcast this error to the users in the coverage area,
which only add the range error to its own pseudorange calculation. In this way the use of differential GPS enhances standalone GPS accuracy by removing common errors for the receivers viewing the same satellites as the base station.
Differential correction is just a measure of the error sources and thus this type of corrections
is only valid in a specific region around the monitor station. The position accuracy will be
degraded as the distance between the receiver and the base station grows. This is because of
the correlation of the errors. A differential system will ideally remove all errors except multipath and receiver noise errors. These errors are local to the receiver.
There are two basic types of differential GPS systems. Ground based and satellite based. A
Ground based augmentation system (GBAS) most often uses radios to transmit the corrections
and is a local area differential correction type of system. A Satellite based augmentation systems (SBAS) transmits corrections via satellites and covers a wide area. The fundamental
concept of wide area differential GPS is the categorisation of error sources in the GPS observables. By constructing a model for each error source the system creates a so called vector correction. This is the distinction between wide area and local area differential corrections. Local
area augmentation systems transmit a scalar correction from the reference station to the user
for each pseudorange measurement. In contrast, wide area systems transmit the error models
to the user who then recombines it together with latitude and longitude to form a correction
for each pseudorange measurement. The benefit of the vector correction is its improved ability to capture the spatial decorrelation of the error sources.

2.2 Satellite Based Augmentation System
GPS performs quite well but it has not been accepted for the most demanding aviation applications. Satellite Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS) are being developed by the aviation
industry with the goal to assist navigation both en-route as well as during landing. The operational goal with SBAS is to augment GPS so that the two systems together are the only radio
navigation equipment required onboard the aircraft to meet aviation radio navigation performance requirements in all phases of flight.
An SBAS is a safety critical system consisting of a ground network reference and GPS integrity monitoring system. The SBAS ground segment calculates integrity and correction data on
the ground and uses geostationary satellites (GEO) to broadcast the GNSS integrity and correction data to the navigation users.
SBAS increases the performance of the basic navigation system by providing differential corrections, confidence bounds and additional ranging signals. The confidence bounds forms the
integrity which is of major interest for the aviation industry, it informs how much the user can
rely on the navigation system. The corrections will improve the accuracy of the system from
ten or more meters to just one or two.
The potential benefits will assist air traffic control to cope with increased traffic as well as
improving safety and reducing the infrastructure needed on the ground.
An SBAS covers a large area which reduce the number of different systems that is needed
today around for example airports. Even though it has a large service area it is still limited and
6

thus there exist more than one of these satellite augmentation systems. Currently there are
three SBAS planned or in operation:
•
•
•

Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) cover the U.S.
European Geostationary Navigation Overlay System (EGNOS) cover Europe.
MSTS Satellite Augmentation System (MSAS) cover Japan.

Figure 2. Coverage area of SBAS.
The U.S. WAAS is the only operational system while EGNOS is planned to become fully
operational in 20041. MSAS is scheduled to be fully operational in 2005.
Today much work is in progress to get MSAS, WAAS and EGNOS interoperable, the main
focus right now is to improve the service level outside the normal service area, using for example MSAS and EGNOS in central Asia.

2.2.1 Wide Area Augmentation System
The Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) is the only fully operational SBAS there is
today. The WAAS signal has been available for non safety-of-life applications since August
2000 and it was declared operational by the FAA July 2003.
WAAS testing in September 2002 confirmed accuracy performance of 1 – 2 meters horizontal
and 2–3 meters vertical throughout the majority of the continental U.S. and portions of
Alaska. [FAA, 2003]
WAAS is built up on a network of approximately 25 ground stations that covers all U.S. territory. The ground stations monitor the GPS satellites and determine if there exist any errors.
The reference stations transfer the information about the GPS satellites to the master station,
where the correction information is computed and bundled into messages and then uplinked to
the geostationary satellites, see Figure 3.

1

This is written in September 2004 and EGNOS is still not operational. In the authors opinions it will probably
not be fully operational this year.
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Figure 3. WAAS system description. [RTCA, 2001a]

2.2.2 European Geostationary Navigation Overlay System
EGNOS is a European space-based augmentation system that will be used to add more reliability and accuracy to the current operating navigation systems U.S. GPS and Russian
GLONASS and is also a precursor to Galileo, the full global satellite navigation system under
development in Europe. It is operated by the European Space Agency (ESA).
Except from being just another opportunity for users to fix a position, the signals from the
satellites will also provide information about the accuracy of position measurements delivered
by GPS and GLONASS. It will include accurate information on position of satellites, the accuracy of the clocks onboard the satellites and information about ionospheric disturbances.
The signal processing of the system take place on the ground in the sophisticated ground segment that will consist of about 30 ranging and integrity monitoring stations (RIMS), four master control centres and six up-link stations. The master control centres determine the accuracy
of GPS and GLONASS signals received at each station and determine position inaccuracies
due to disturbances in the ionosphere. A transponder then transmits a signal up-link to the
satellites from the ground with this information and the EGNOS-satellites transmit the same
signal to users with an EGNOS receiver. When it becomes operational EGNOS will use three
satellites in geostationary orbits (GEO) to transmit its corrections to the user.
EGNOS is planned to be fully operational during 2004. Currently there is a test signal broadcast from two GEO satellites over most of Europe. The system is called ESTB (EGNOS Sys-
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tem Test Bed). It doesn’t have the full service that EGNOS will guarantee but it can be used
to see what the system will offer.
2.2.2.1 SISNeT
The main issue with GPS is that there must be a clear view of the sky to be able to calculate
the position accurate. In an open landscape there is no problem to get a good position solution
with a spread of the position lower than 8 meter from the true position but in a city with buildings blocking the signals or reflecting the original signal the task is much harder. This multipath environment makes it hard to get an accurate position solution and in some cases it is
impossible to get a position fix at all. With EGNOS the problem can be even more challenging due to the fact that the EGNOS satellites is static in the sky and can thus be blocked for a
longer time. ESA has launched a project to provide access to the EGNOS test bed messages
through the Internet. This project is called SISNeT (Signal in Space through the Internet) and
uses signals from EGNOS and broadcast those messages via the Internet. In a city environment the user can use a local network such as a GSM network to connect to the Internet and is
thus always able to receive the messages from EGNOS.
With 4-5 GPS satellites and the EGNOS messages it is then possible to get a good accuracy
because SBAS available accuracy is quite insensitive to the number of satellites in view. GPS
only accuracy degrades significantly in situations in which the user visibility of GPS satellites
is limited.

2.2.3 Multifunctional Transport Satellite Based Augmentation System
The Multifunctional Transport Satellite-based Augmentation System covers Japan and a bit of
Asia. This system is also based on the MOPS standard and will be compatible with both
EGNOS and WAAS. MSAS is scheduled to be fully operational in 2005.

2.3 Minimum Operational Performance Standard
The Minimum Operational Performance Standard (MOPS) for airborne navigation equipment
is the SBAS standard used by all of the three systems described above. The full description of
the MOPS is found in [RTCA, 2001a].
Since the MOPS is a standard for the aviation industry there are many requirements and test
statements in the document. The most interesting part in the document is Appendix A which
covers the definition of different message types. Each message has the same frame which
consists of 250 bits starting with an 8 bit preamble and a 6 bit message type number. It ends
with a 24 bit cyclic redundancy check. To reduce the number of errors in the message it is
protected by a forward error correction method which expands the messages to 500 symbols1.
The messages are broadcasted from the satellites on the same frequency as GPS (L1,
1575.42MHz) to receivers on board aircraft (or hand-held receivers) which are within the
broadcast coverage area of the SBAS. One message is sent every second. Figure 4 shows what
the MOPS message frame looks like.

1

A symbol is just a fancier name for a bit.
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Figure 4. MOPS message frame. [RTCA, 2001b]
Some of the design features of MOPS are [Walters, 1999]:
•
•
•

6 second time to alarm for any failure that could lead to Hazardously Misleading Information (HMI)
−7
Less then 10 chance of receiving HMI
High availability, the system should be usable more than 99.9 % of the time
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3 GPS receivers
With GPS being a Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) system, the receivers utilize traditional CDMA signal processing algorithms. GPS receivers essentially perform three different
tasks: Acquisition, Tracking and Position/Navigation computations.
Acquisition, which is the first phase, refers to the process of detecting the satellite signals and
their primary parameters. A CDMA transmission is spread across a wide frequency band. As
a result, the received power of the transmission may actually be below the noise floor of a
receiver (this is the case for GPS). As such, the first step in processing the signal is to detect,
or acquire, it. This is a search for the three parameters associated with the signal.
The first parameter is the specific satellite ranging code. Each satellite is broadcasting a
unique ranging code. The satellites in view must be determined by correlating the received
signal with the possible ranging codes. The second parameter is the specific code phase. Even
if it is known that a particular satellite is in view, which identifies the ranging code, a locally
generated ranging code must be properly aligned to declare acquisition of a signal. Determining the proper alignment provides the second parameter for acquisition – the code phase.
The final parameter of interest is the exact carrier frequency. Although this is typically known
for a CDMA system, a search is still required as line-of-sight dynamics (satellites are orbiting
the earth) introduce an unknown carrier frequency Doppler shift. Also oscillators/clocks are
never perfect and can experience drift that must be compensated. As such, the third acquisition parameter that must be determined is carrier frequency offset prior to tracking the signal.

Figure 5. Acquisition search space of GPS satellite 15.
The acquisition search-space for these three parameters is illustrated in Figure 5, where GPS
satellite 15 is found with the proper code phase and carrier Doppler frequency offset. The
acquisition phase can be quite time-consuming, 1 to 2 minutes, due to the three dimensional
search-space which has to be tested. Techniques exist to speed up this search by paralleling
either the Doppler search or code phase search. Although difficult in traditional receiver
11

hardware, they are easy to implement in software receivers and reduce the search time significantly.
Once acquisition of a signal has been achieved, the processing can transition to a tracking
mode in which two loops operate in parallel. The loops adjust the locally generated signal for
proper alignment with the incoming satellite signal.
In order to compute a position, the time reference on the signal must be decoded together with
the satellite clock and orbit parameters for at least four satellites. This information is used to
compute the four unknown parameters X,Y,Z (antenna position) and time (T). GPS is essentially a time transfer system, thus very precise time is a critical parameter. Since the satellites
and the GPS receiver do not have synchronized clocks (all the satellite clocks are synchronized to GPS time), the fourth parameter time (T) is required in the solution as well. Figure 6
contains a simplified flowchart of the necessary steps performed in a GPS receiver to solve
for X,Y,Z and T.

t0

Start GPS

0-2 sec
Acq

t1
1.2-6 sec

No

t2

No

•

– Satellite, Carrier Frequency,
Code phase

•

No

Track satellites (tracking)

Tracking

– Adjust local replica signal using
two coupled loops

TOW decoded?

• Code - Delay-Lock-Loop
• Carrier - Phase-Lock-Loop

Yes

– Decode Data message

Ephemeris decoded?

18-30 sec

Search phase (acquisition)

Yes

4 satellites?

•

Yes

Pos Fix
t3

Navigation computation (navigation)
– ”Triangulate” position
• Distance to satellites known and
their precise position

– User X,Y,Z, and Time

Figure 6. The three different phases in a GPS receiver.

3.1 NordNav software receiver
The NordNav-R30 is the first purely software real-time GPS receiver commercially available.
It is a unique 24 channel GPS L1 software receiver system targeted for research, development, test and verification. The entire GPS signal processing (acquisition, tracking, and navigation processing) is carried out on a single microprocessor. It utilises a parallel search technique for the acquisition phase that results in very fast time-to-first fix and it is compatible
with any GPS front end component. The receiver runs in two modes: 1) real-time mode or 2)
post process mode. In real-time the number of channels which can operate is limited only by
computational power. The architecture is very modular and flexible, prepared to use the Galileo L1 Open Service signal once it becomes available.
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4 Our EGNOS receiver implementation
The software that we implemented in this master thesis had the following requirements:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Take the 500 symbols per second and turn them into MOPS messages.
Take the MOPS messages and turn them into corrections and integrity.
Be used as an extension to the NordNav-R30 receiver.
Be implemented in ANSI-C.

The first two requirements suggest that the software should be divided into two parts, which
also was done. The first task of creating MOPS messages from the symbol stream is the responsibility of the EGNOS decoder. The second task of interpreting the MOPS messages is
done by the EGNOS applier. The decoder and applier are together called the EGNOS receiver. Figure 7 shows the design of the EGNOS receiver relative to the NordNav-R30.

R30

Symbols
MOPS Messages

MOPS Messages
Corrections
Integrity

EGNOS decoder

EGNOS applier

Figure 7. The design of the EGNOS receiver.
The main advantage for doing this is that the EGNOS decoder can easily be removed if one
has another source of MOPS messages than the symbol stream from the SBAS satellites. One
such other source is the SISNeT.
Both the decoder and the applier integrate with the NordNav-R30. The NordNav-R30 is a
single threaded GPS receiver that does the entire signal processing in software. The R30 will
track one SBAS satellite and receive the symbol stream (the 500 symbols per second) from
that.
These two parts are coded into two dynamic linked libraries (DLL) that the NordNav-R30 can
use. Both libraries are constructed with functions for creating an instance of the decoder or
applier, initializing that instance and destroying that instance. Furthermore, the decoder has
functions for putting in the symbols and getting the messages. The applier has functions for
putting in the MOPS messages, getting the corrections and getting the integrity.

4.1 Software tools
To create the software for this master thesis we have used various tools. Links to the used
software tools can be found in Appendix B.
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4.1.1 Development tools
The main development environment has been Windows. We have not used an integrated development environment. Instead we have used various free software tools. To write the code,
the text editor XEmacs has been used. MinGW has provided the main tools for compiling and
debugging the code. MinGW is a set of GNU tools ported to Windows. Among the tools provided by MinGW are gcc and gprof.
Furthermore, we have used Valgrind to debug the software. Valgrind is a tool for tracking
down memory allocation errors in software. It does not run on Windows. Instead we have
compiled and tested the code with Valgrind under Linux.

4.1.2 Other tools
Among other tools used are Matlab and Perl. Matlab has been used for analysis purposes. The
programming language Perl has been used to do various small tasks. A Perl interpreter for
Windows from ActiveState has been used.
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5 EGNOS decoder
In this section there is a detailed description of the EGNOS decoder. The design of the decoder and how the messages are found and decoded will be explained here.

5.1 Design
The EGNOS decoder is the first part of the EGNOS receiver. It is responsible for turning the
symbols sent from the satellite into MOPS messages. The decoder exports five functions of
which three is for creating, initializing and destroying a decoder instance. The other two functions are one for giving the decoder a symbol and one for getting a full message from the decoder.
To turn the symbols into a message the decoder needs to feed them through a Viterbi decoder.
The decoder also has to verify the message integrity using a cyclic redundancy code (CRC)
check. Internally the EGNOS decoder consists of a finite state machine which can be in one of
four states. These states are:
•
•
•
•

No message found. In this state the decoder signals that despite searching no message
can be found. See section 5.7.
No alignment. Searching for a symbol alignment. See section 5.4.
No message locked. Searching for a message boundary. See section 5.5.
Found a message. Receiving messages. See section 5.6.

The state machine of the decoder is depicted in Figure 8. Most of the time is spent in the receiving message state.
No messages
found.
Abandon
align
CRC-success
Try again

Align delay
No alignment

Found a message
only check CRC

Align delay
done
CRC-fail

CRC-fail
A lot of fail
No message locked
Data is aligned

CRC-success

CRC-fail
few errors

Figure 8. State chart of the EGNOS decoder.
In the next section we will discuss the error protection, the Viterbi decoder and CRC. Every
symbol need to get through both of those before anything else can happen. After that we will
return to the state machine (Figure 8) and talk about how the different states of the machine
are implemented.
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5.2 Forward Error Correction
The baseline data rate in the system is 250 bits per second but the bits need some sort of error
correction and protection method while transferred from the satellite to the receiver on the
earth. This is done by adding some carefully designed redundant information to the data being
sent. The selected Forward Error Correction (FEC) method in SBAS MOPS compliant systems is called convolutional encoding. It uses a ½ rate convolutional encoding technique
which results in 500 symbols per second. In this section the encoding is first described and
then follows a description of how to decode the received symbols.

5.2.1 Convolutional code structure
A convolutional code is a bit different from block codes even though a convolutional code
could be seen as an infinite block code. The information in a block code is sequence segmented in blocks which are encoded independently. In the block code symbols are supplemented with check digits which create the distance between different codewords and thus
introduce error correcting performances. A convolutional code does not consist of selfsufficient blocks as the block code, instead it is more like an infinite codeword that is transmitted. While algebraic properties have been very important for block codes in constructing
good codes, most good convolutional codes have been found by computerised searches for
good distance properties.
A convolutional code is described by the constraint length k and the rate r of the code. The
rate is how many symbols one bit transfers to, for example r=½ describe a code where one bit
transfers to two symbols. The constraint length is the number of shift registers used to form
the code, in other words how large the generator polynomials can be. The bit stream that is to
be sent is feed through the shift registers and uses different polynomials and modulo 2 adders
to provide the output symbols. Figure 9 is the convolutional encoder used in MOPS with k=7
and r=½ where G1 and G2 are the two generator polynomials. [Clark & Cain, 1981]

Figure 9. The convolutional encoder. [RTCA, 2001a]
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For small constraint lengths it is easy to picture the encoder as a state machine. Figure 10 describes a state machine using a code with k=3 and r=½. For the case where k=7 the state machine consists of 64 states and becomes almost undrawable1.

Figure 10. The state machine of a convolutional encoder with k=3 and r=½.
Each branch corresponds to a state transition and a circle represents a state. The number
above the slash is the bit that should be encoded and bellow the slash is the symbol pair that
corresponds to that bit. For example if the encoder starts at state a in Figure 10 and the sender
would like to send the bit stream b the result would be the symbol stream s in Figure 11.
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 Bit stream b.
11 10 00 01 10 01 00 10 Symbol stream s.
Figure 11. Bit stream to symbol stream encoding.
To summarize we can say that in the convolutional code redundant symbols are generated in a
special pattern to get the forward error correction needed. The generated symbols that will be
sent depends on the input bit and on the current state. The next step is to decode the symbols
back to the bit stream.

5.2.2 Viterbi decoding
The major decoding algorithm for convolutional codes is the Viterbi decoder. A Viterbi decoder is a Maximum Likelihood Sequence Decoder (MLSD) which tries to minimize sequence error probability. The Viterbi decoder is a fairly easy implementation and has a fixed
decoding time but it does not scale well because of the complexity growth exponentially according to the constraint length k. The number of states in the decoder is 2 k −1 .
This type of decoder works well where the channel is considered to be an average white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel.

1

Note that we say almost. We are not going to put it in the report though.
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Besides the Viterbi decoder there exist other techniques to decode convolutional codes as sequential decoding. A sequential decoder can be used with codes that have larger constraint
length but the decoding time is hard to predict. We will not go any further with that decoding
method and will instead focus on the Viterbi decoding algorithm.
In this example of how the Viterbi decoder works will we use a code with k=3 and r=½,
which implies that there exists only 4 states. For a more comprehensive description of the
Viterbi decoder algorithm take a look at Fleming (2003).
The Viterbi decoder can be described by a trellis diagram as in Figure 12. In the trellis figures
a dot is a state and from each state there are two branches. An input 0 corresponds to the upper branch (the dotted line) while the lower branch (solid line) represents an input 1.

Figure 12. Trellis diagram of a convolutional code, k=3 and r=½. [Fleming, 2003]
Figure 13 describes a transition in more detail where the two bit number in the figure is the
symbols sent with the convolutional encoder.

Figure 13. One transition in the trellis diagram. [Fleming, 2003]
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Decoding a convolutional code is to find the path through the trellis that minimizes the accumulated metric. The metric in this case is a hard decision method called Hamming distance,
which is calculated between the received symbol pair and the possible transition symbol pair
from the current state. The added metric from each state transition can then be 0, 1 or 21.
There also exists soft decision decoding but we will not focus on that for now. The metrics for
the two paths entering each node are compared and the one with the smallest error is the selected path to that state. Each state knows the accumulated error metric and the corresponding
path. If the accumulated error metric is equal from both states then any of the two branches
may be chosen. The add-compare-select operation is done for every state every time a new
symbol pair should be decoded.
For example if the sent symbol stream is s in Figure 14 and due to noise there is some bit errors which results in the received symbol stream r in Figure 14.
11 10 00 01 10 01 00 10 11 00 00 Sent symbol stream, s.
10 00 00 01 10 01 00 10 11 00 00 Received symbol stream, r.
Figure 14. Sent and received symbol stream.
This will be decoded as follow: Suppose that the start state is a. Looking back at Figure 13 we
see that state a can either accept the transfer symbol pair 00 which transfers to state a again or
11 which transfers to state b. In Figure 15a is the first received symbol pair 10. By using the
Hamming distance between the incoming symbol pair 10 and the possible transfer symbol
pairs (00 and 11) the error metric becomes 1 to both connected states. In Figure 15 are the
error metric values displayed above each state. The next received symbol pair in Figure 15a is
00. From state a there is the same transfer symbols as in the first transition which means 00
and 11, thus the error metric is 0 to state a and 2 to state b and the total error metric is then 1
to state a and 3 to state b. State b is connected to state c and state d with the transfer symbols
10, 01 and this results in the error metric of 2 in both of those states in the end of Figure 15a.
If the decoder had to do a bit decision at this early stage it must be a decision based on which
state that has the lowest accumulated error metric. In the case of Figure 15a the guess would
have been that the sent symbol stream was 00 and 00, which it was not.
In Figure 15b there is only one path that is retained for each state and the other path is discarded since its likelihood can never exceed that of the path which is retained no matter what
data that will be received in the future.
Figure 15 describes the decoding with the Viterbi algorithm when there are a few errors in the
symbol stream. In Figure 15g we see that it takes eleven received symbol pair before the surviving path merge into one single path over the first symbol pairs. The choice of how this
decision depth is set is important to get proper error correcting capabilities. The path length or
the delay is in literature said to be k * 5 (in this case 15) [Clark & Cain, 1981]. Any deeper
trace back increases memory use and decoder delay but will not significantly improve the
performance of the decoder. The single path in the trellis can then be translated to bits where a
zero is the choice of the upper branch and a one is the choice of the lower path.

1

For example the difference between 00 and 00 is 0, 00 and 01 is 1 and 00 and 11 is 2.
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Figure 15. Viterbi decoding example.
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To summarize; The goal with the decoding is to choose the path through the trellis which
matches the received symbol sequence as closely as possible and then translate each symbol
pair in the path to the corresponding bit.

5.2.3 Our Viterbi implementation
The Viterbi implementation done for this project is designed for a convolutional code with
constraint length k=7 and r=½. The code consists of 64 states and in the implementation there
are two lists with the 64 states, one old list and one new list. The two lists are used each other
time to update the metric and path in each state but not overwrite old metric data. Each state
holds which symbols that can be used to transfer to this state, the previous states, the total
metric, and the path. Here we have done a back fashion way of the Viterbi decoder, instead of
looking at what branches transfer to the next state we have focused on what branches transferred into a state. In this way the implementation was easier. For each incoming symbol the
state which has the smallest metric is chosen.
For each incoming symbols the Viterbi decoder walks through all 64 states and for each state
it is counting the Hamming distance between the incoming symbols and the symbols that can
transfer to this state. Each state has two possible symbols that can be used to transfer to that
state. The Hamming distance is calculated for each of those two cases and is added to the metric in the previous state.
Figure 16 is a picture of how the Viterbi implementation works. The boxes to the left represent the old state list while the box to the right is the current list of states. Every state has two
preceding states that can transfer to this state. In this example state B either have state B or
state C as the preceding state. The two transfer symbols to state B is s1=00 from state B and
s2=11 from state C. The Hamming distance is computed between the incoming symbol i=01
and the transfer symbol s1=00 and is added to the accumulated error m in state B and result in
m=3. The same is done for state C but this time m will be 2 and thus state C is the most probable previous state for the new state B. The path p contains the last bit decisions; in this example the depth of the Viterbi decoder is 3. The path in state C is moved to the new state B
and is shifted one bit to the left while b=1 is inserted as the bit to the right. The decided bit is
the bit shifted out, in this case a 1. This procedure is done for each 64 states and the path of
the state that has the smallest m is the selected path. And the left most bit in the selected path
is the decoded and returned bit from the Viterbi decoder.

Figure 16. Example of a state transition in the Viterbi decoder.
The decoded bits will always be constant delayed with the depth of the Viterbi decoder. Ideally the path length would be infinite and then it would always be the best path that is returned. Practically this is not possible because a decision have to be made and the delay must
be finite.
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The depth of the Viterbi decoder in the EGNOS decoder can be chosen at compile time1. The
path of decided bits is saved in a 32-bit integer if the depth of the Viterbi decoder is under 32.
If the depth is set to a number greater than 32 then two 32 bits integers is in use. It is not possible to choose a depth higher than 63, and there is no need for that either. There is a constant
delay and it is always only one bit that is decided every time the Viterbi decoder is feed with
two symbols. The depth of the Viterbi decoder is important to get the error correcting capabilities. If there is more states that has the same m the first found state with this m is selected.

5.3 Error detection
The convolutional code is not the only error protection in the MOPS system, there is also a
CRC guarding every message.

5.3.1 Structure of MOPS messages
A MOPS message is 250 bits long. The first eight bits are part of the preamble. This preamble
is actually 24 bits long but is distributed over three messages. Consequently, the eight first
bits of the message can have one of three values2.
After the eight bit preamble the next six bits tells which type of message it is. Thereafter there
are 212 bits of actual information.
Lastly, every MOPS message ends with a 24 bit long cyclic redundancy code, more known as
the CRC. The CRC is computed over the entire 226 bits of the message.
To summarize an MOPS message is eight bits preamble, six bits message type, 212 bits actual
information and 24 bits CRC. That sums up to 250 bits. This is shown in Figure 17. Figure 18
shows an example stream of MOPS messages, note the way the first byte is repeated every
three messages.

Figure 17. MOPS message box.

Figure 18. MOPS raw messages.
1
2

This is because we do not yet know which the best depth is.
This has to do with the ability to use the geostationary satellites as extra ranging sources.
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5.3.2 Cyclic Redundancy Code
A Cyclic Redundancy Code or a CRC is used to ensure that the message has not been altered
in the transference. The type of CRC used in the MOPS messages is called CRC-24Q (the Q
stands for Qualcomm Corporation). It produces a 24 bit long CRC that is computed over the
entire 226 bits of the message. It can protect the messages from single and double bit errors,
all odd number of errors and most burst errors. [FAA, 1999]
The CRC is checked by using a shift register and a polynomial. The polynomial is just a fixed
number. In the case of the CRC-24Q the polynomial is 0x1864CFB. The first bit of the polynomial is always one and is sometimes excluded from the calculations (depending on the implementation). The shift register used is 24 bits in length. To check the CRC of a message the
shift register is first filled with zeroes. Then the message (including the CRC) is shifted in one
bit at a time. If a one is shifted out the other side the entire shift register is XOR:ed with the
polynomial. This is done until the whole message is shifted in. In the case of the MOPS messages this is done 250 times. If the shift register after all these calculations is zero then the
message is intact. If it is non-zero then the message has been corrupted and must be discarded.
The cyclic redundancy code cannot be used for correcting a corrupt message.
Figure 19 shows a simple CRC calculation using a message of seven bits (including a CRC of
three bits) and a polynomial of three bits (if we do not count the first bit which is always a
one). The calculation results in a shift register of 000, which shows us that the message is intact.

Figure 19. CRC calculation easy.
This is, of course, very computational intensive. There exists some algorithms that greatly
reduces the number of computations needed. They work by realizing that much of the computations can be done in advance and be stored in a table. Consequently, these algorithms are
often called table driven algorithms. [Williams, 1993]
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A normal CRC algorithm shifts in one bit at a time and examines the bit that is shifted out.
The table driven algorithm works by shifting in one byte (i.e. eight bits) at a time and examining the byte that is shifted out using a pre-computed table.
The CRC checking algorithm in the EGNOS decoder uses a table of 256 entries. The indexes
in the table represent all possible values of the byte that is shifted out from the shift register.
The entries of the table represents which value the shift register should be XOR:ed with. The
table is computed and stored just once. It is always the same and could be hard coded into the
code. Although, that would probably not add anything useful since it is easy to compute.
Figure 20 shows a table driven CRC calculation which works on one byte at the time. The
table used here is actually the same that is used in our implementation. The resulting shift
register of 000000 shows that the message is indeed intact.

Figure 20. CRC calculation table.
Because the algorithm works on one byte at a time the EGNOS decoder can use it in a distributed manner. Each time a full byte of the message has been received that byte can be sent off
to the CRC calculation. The content of the shift register is simply stored between invocations.
By this we achieve one of our primary goals; to even out computations.
For a deeper understanding of Cyclic Redundancy Codes and CRC algorithms the reader is
refereed to Williams (1993).
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5.4 Symbol alignment
Before starting to search for a message the symbols must be aligned correctly. One symbol
pair consists of two bits in the incoming bit stream thus there are two possible alignments, see
Figure 21.
…0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0... Incoming bit stream
…00 01 01 10… Alternative A
…0 00 10 11 0… Alternative B
Figure 21. Symbol alignment example.
If the transmitted symbols are aligned as alternative A in Figure 21 but the receiver starts to
bundle the symbols as alternative B in the same figure then no messages will be found in the
bit stream. To find the correct alignment we start two instances of the Viterbi decoder, one
feed with alternative A and the other with alternative B. After a few symbol pairs are received
and decoded the accumulated error metric in both Viterbis is compared and the one with lowest value is considered to be the Viterbi decoder with correct symbol alignment.
This is a fast way to do it but as there are two Viterbi decoders working at the same time the
computational burden will be quite high. The other choice was to only use one instance of the
Viterbi decoder and utilize a specific threshold value that decides if the current alternative
should be used or discarded. The issue with that type of implementation is that the threshold
value must be carefully decided; otherwise a noisy environment could increase the risk to
choose the wrong alignment.

5.5 Preamble search and message locking
The EGNOS decoder has started receiving a stream of symbols. The alignment of the symbols
is known. The symbols have been fed through the Viterbi decoder and we have gotten a
stream of bits. Now there is a problem. Where are the messages?
There is also another problem. Because of how we get the initial symbols into the EGNOS
decoder we do not know which "phase" the bits are in. With phase we mean whether a zero
actually means zero or if it should be a one. That is, it is entirely possible that all bits we get
are flipped and then we have to flip them back.
Because every message begins with a preamble the most logical thing to do is to search for
these preambles. Now, there are three possible preambles (as discussed in section 5.3.1):
0x9A, 0xC6 and 0x53. However, because of the phase problem we have to search for three
more bytes: 0xAC, 0x65 and 0x39 (i.e. the flipped preambles). Consequently, we have to
search for six bytes.
Just because one of these bytes has been found that does not necessarily mean that we have
found the beginning of a message. The bytes we are searching for can occur anywhere within
a message too. An important thing to note here is that not only are the message boundaries
unknown, the byte boundaries are also unknown. Actually, since the messages are 250 bits in
length (i.e. not a whole number of bytes) it is problematic to even talk about byte boundaries.
Since we do not know of any byte boundaries, we have to search for one of six bytes and we
have to verify the bytes that we find are indeed the beginning of a message. Take all this together and we get the following algorithm: Use one byte representing the eight last incoming
bits. Shift in one incoming bit at a time into this byte. Check the byte against the six bytes we
are looking for. If we found a match then we store information about where we found this
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byte along with which phase it was (whether it was a regular preamble or a flipped one). We
then continue with the search for more preambles and flipped preambles.
When we have received 250 bits from where we found a matching byte we can check if that
byte was the beginning of a message. This is done by simply sending the whole message off
for CRC checking. If the CRC says that this is a real message then we have actually found the
beginning of a message. If it says that the message is faulty then we have probably not found
a real message and we simply continue the search.
The actual algorithm implemented in the EGNOS decoder follows this description fairly well.
However, it is a bit more complicated. Each possible beginning of a message is represented by
a structure that we will call a preamble struct. Each preamble struct contains the message (as
this particular preamble sees it), which phase the preamble was found in (whether it was
flipped or not) and an instance of a CRC calculation.
When a preamble or a flipped preamble has been identified, a new preamble struct is created.
The preamble is then stored as the first byte of the message in this preamble struct, flipping it
to the right phase if needed to (i.e. the stored message is always in the right phase). Since the
preamble is the first byte of the message it is also sent off to the CRC calculation. Thereafter,
this preamble is updated only with new bytes (the last two bits of the message is a special
case).
Normally, about five or six of these preamble structs exists at the same time. To ensure that
we only update them with new bytes they are stored in an array of linked lists. The array is
eight elements long. Each element is a sentinel that points to the first and last preamble struct
in that list. Each preamble struct acts as a node in the linked lists, linking both to the previous
preamble struct and the next. The sentinel works just like another preamble struct, so if there
are no preamble structs at that point in the array the sentinel points to itself.
Now, for every bit that is received the last byte is checked to see if it holds a preamble or a
flipped preamble. If it does then a new preamble struct is created and inserted into the array.
Where it is inserted depends on where in the array we are at the moment. For every received
bit we move down one step in the array (wrapping around when at seven1). Also for every
received bit all the preamble structs in the current place in the array is updated. When a preamble struct is updated with a new byte that byte is placed in the message, after being flipped
if the preamble found was a flipped one. The byte is also sent off to the CRC calculation.

1

That is, after 7 comes 0.
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Figure 22. Preamble structs.
Figure 22 shows a situation where four preambles have been found (A-D). Each box represents one preamble struct. The boxes containing numbers are the sentinels (the rows of numbered half boxes on both sides should be viewed as being just one set of eight boxes). This
means that preamble A was found on a byte boundary two bits before the byte boundary
where B and C were found. Note that this does not mean that B and C were found in the same
place but just that they where found N*8 bits apart (where N is a natural number).
When 248 (31*8) bits of the message in a preamble struct has been found that preamble struct
is moved down the array two steps. This way it is updated again when the last two bits are
received. After a whole message has been received the result of the CRC calculation is
checked. If the message failed the CRC check then that preamble struct is simply discarded. If
the message was cleared by the CRC then we have found the message we were looking for.
Consequently, we know where the message boundaries are and which phase the input stream
is in.

5.6 Receive messages
After the first message has been located it is very simple to receive the following messages.
Every received bit is stored in the message. When a full byte is received it is flipped if needed
(i.e. if the input stream is in the wrong phase) and the CRC calculation is called. When the last
bit arrives the result from the CRC is checked. If the message passes the CRC check then a
message available flag is set and the message will be delivered if a special function is called.
The decoder will stay in the receive message state as long as the CRC pass. If the CRC failed
then we have to discard that message and start receiving the next.

5.7 No message found
This is a special state, the EGNOS decoder will go to this state after jumping between the
symbol alignment state and the message search state a few time. No message can be found
despite trying different symbol alignments. This is reported to the NordNav-R30 with a special flag. After the EGNOS decoder has reported that no message was found, it will return to
the align symbols state and then start to search for messages again. In this way the NordNavR30 does not have to reinitialize the decoder state machine, it has only to fix the incoming
bits and put those into the decoder to do a new message search.
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6 EGNOS applier
In this section we are going to talk about the four correction types implemented in the
EGNOS applier. The integrity is an important feature that is explained in the section.

6.1 Design
The second part of the software is the EGNOS applier. This part is responsible for parsing the
MOPS messages and turning them into corrections and integrity. The applier exports six functions of which three are for creating, initializing and destroying an applier instance. One function is for giving the applier a MOPS message. The last two functions returns the corrections
and integrity.
Internally the EGNOS applier has a message parsing part that parses the MOPS messages into
their components. Furthermore, the applier is divided into five parts that behaves equally. The
five parts are four for each correction type; ionospheric, tropospheric, fast and long term corrections, and one for things that are common to two or more correction types.
Each of these five parts can have functions for getting the MOPS messages that they are interested in, for returning the corrections and for returning the integrity. Not all correction types
has all of these functions, for example the tropospheric corrections do not take any MOPS
messages at all and thus lacks functions for getting them. See Figure 23 for a schematic overview of the design of the EGNOS applier.
Each of the four correction types plus the shared part will be discussed next.

Figure 23. The major design of the applier.
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6.2 Ionosphere
The ionosphere is a region of the earth’s atmosphere that extends from about 50 km to 1000
km above the earth’s surface. Within this region gas molecules, mainly hydrogen and helium
higher up and oxygen and nitrogen lower down, gets ionized by the sun’s ultraviolet rays. The
rays break up the molecules into positive ions and free electrons. [Misra & Enge, 2001]
The ionosphere is usually divided into three layers called D, E and F. D is at the bottom and
very little ionization takes place there. The E layer is located in the middle at a height of about
95 km to about 160 km above the earth’s surface. The E layer has a practical importance because of its ability to bounce radio signals back to earth. In this way it is possible to send radio signals halfway around the world without having to resort to satellites. [Wikipedia, 2004a]
The F layer is at the top and this is where most of the ionization takes place. During the day,
as the sunlight is ionizing the gas molecules into ions and electrons, the F layer is divided into
two layers F1 and F2. This ionization peaks at 14:00 local time. At night, when the ions and
electrons recombine, the F layer is again merged into one layer. [Wikipedia, 2004a]
When radio signals travel through the ionosphere they are slowed down by the free electrons.
The signals propagation speed is directly dependent on the number of free electrons in its
path. This is usually expressed as the Total Electron Count (TEC): the number of free electrons in a tube of one square meter cross section extending from the satellite to the receiver
[Misra & Enge, 2001]. Figure 24 shows a map of the TEC on a regular day, note how it peaks
at 14:00 local time.

Figure 24. The ionosphere during a normal period. [Burns et al., 1997a]
Because of the ionosphere it will take longer time for the GPS signals to travel from the satellite to the receiver. Consequently, the calculated distance to the satellite becomes too long
since it assumes that the signal travel at the speed of light. This error source is known as the
ionospheric delay and is usually expressed as the length with which the pseudorange increases. The typical maximum ionospheric delay is between 15 and 45 meters depending on
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the elevation angle for the satellite [ESA, 2004]. To correct for this error source one must try
to predict the ionospheric delay.
Unfortunately, the ionospheric delay can prove to be quite problematic to predict. It changes
during the day, during the year, during the 27 day solar rotation and during the eleven year
long solar cycle [ESA, 2004]. It is most predictable in the temperate zones but can fluctuate at
the equator and around the poles [Misra & Enge, 2001]. The ionosphere can also be subject to
a phenomenon called an ionospheric storm. These storms are the result of solar flares when
the sun sends out lots of radiation. Figure 25 shows a day with an ionospheric storm.

Figure 25. The ionosphere during an ionospheric storm. [Burns et al., 1997b]
There are three major ways to predict the ionospheric delay. The best solution is to exploit the
ionospheres dispersive nature. The ionosphere is a dispersive medium because the ionospheric
delay is dependent on the frequency of the signal. A dual frequency GPS receiver, that can
access both the L1 and L2 signals, can use this to calculate the ionospheric delay. This way
the ionospheric delay can be almost completely removed. However, the dual frequency GPS
receivers are expensive. Furthermore, they can in some cases revert back to just one frequency and thus loose the ability to use this approach [ESA, 2004].
Another way to predict the delay is to use a model of the ionosphere. This is the way it is done
in normal GPS receivers. The model used in GPS, often referred to as the Klobuchar model,
makes the assumption that the ionospheric delay is constant at night. During the day the delay
is modelled by a half-cosine function of the local time. The model uses eight coefficients, that
are broadcasted by the GPS satellites, together with the user'
s location, the satellites azimuth
and elevation angles and the local time to calculate the ionospheric delay. The eight coefficients are updated at most once a day and usually more seldom. The Klobuchar model compensates for about 50 percent of the ionospheric delay. [Misra & Enge, 2001]
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6.2.1 Ionospheric corrections in MOPS
The SBAS offers another approach to predicting the ionospheric delay. The MOPS specifies
an ionospheric grid with grid points scattered around the world. The grid points are spaced
five degrees apart over most of the globe. Towards the poles they are spaced ten degrees apart
so that the distance between them stays roughly the same. In total there are 2192 grid points
covering the globe. The grid points are divided into eleven bands. Nine of those bands are
vertical bands that extend from pole to pole. The last two bands are intended for extra coverage around the poles but are seldom or never used in practice. [RTCA, 2001b]
Figure 26 shows the grid points that are located in the first nine bands and how those bands
are ordered. The larger spots shows an example from ESTB of how the active grid points can
be located.

Figure 26. The ionospheric grid points. [RTCA, 2001b]
Not all grid points are used by a specific service provider (like EGNOS). To inform the user
on which grid points are active EGNOS sends out an IGP (ionospheric grid points) mask in
message type 18. EGNOS sends out one message type 18 for each band in which it has active
grid points. Typically, ESTB uses grid points in three bands and hence sends out three messages of type 18. Of course these messages are repeated indefinitely so that new users can
catch them. [RTCA, 2001b]
The RIMS are monitoring the ionosphere in their respective area. This information is then
used to calculate the ionospheric delay at the grid points. The integrity for the delay is also
calulated. This information is then sent out in message type 26. Message type 26 only sends
out data for the grid points that are set to active in the IGP mask in message type 18. This is
done in order to save bandwidth and is the main reason that the IGP mask exists. Each mes31

sage of type 26 can carry information about 15 grid points. ESTB uses roughly 13 messages
of type 26 to transmit this information.
Several steps are needed to compute the ionospheric delay correction for a given satellite.
First of all the ionospheric pierce point for the satellite needs to be found. This is the point
where the signal penetrates the ionosphere, the ionosphere is here viewed as being a layer
without thickness at a height of 350 km. When the pierce point is computed it is used to find
three or four grid points that surround it. These grid points must all be active in the IGP mask
and have active corrections. The process involved in finding these grid points is fairly complex covering seven pages of flowcharts in [RTCA, 2001c].
When the appropriate grid points have been located they are used to interpolate a value for the
ionospheric delay correction at the pierce point. Finally that value is multiplied with an obliquity factor to come up with the final ionospheric delay correction for that satellite. The integrity for the correction is computed in the same way.
Notice that all these steps must be performed for every satellite that needs to be corrected. To
cut down on computations our implementation caches which grid points are used for a particular satellite to compute its correction. The next time that satellite needs corrections the
grid points are checked to see if they are still valid. If that is the case then the complex operation of finding them can be skipped altogether, saving a lot of work.

6.3 Troposphere
The troposphere is the lowest part of the earth’s atmosphere. It extends from the surface to a
height of about 16 km over the equator and about 9 km over the poles. The troposphere is
mainly composed of nitrogen, oxygen and water vapor and contains about 75 percent of the
total air mass. It is in the troposphere that most of the earth’s weather takes place. [Misra &
Enge, 2001]
Above the troposphere and below the ionosphere lies the stratosphere. It extends from 9-16
km to about 50 km above the earths surface. The ozone layer is located in the stratosphere.
[Wikipedia, 2004c]
In GPS context one often means both the troposphere and the stratosphere when one talks
about the troposphere. Because most of the effect on the GPS signals comes from the troposphere the stratosphere is often ignored. From here on we will adopt this terminology and use
the term troposphere to mean the entire atmosphere that lies below the ionosphere.
The troposphere slows down the radio signals, and thus GPS signals, as they pass through it.
This error source is referred to as the tropospheric delay. Like the ionospheric delay this is
usually expressed as the length with which the pseudorange increases. A typical tropospheric
delay is between 2.5 and 25 meters depending on the satellites elevation angle [Wikipedia,
2004b].
About 90 percent of the tropospheric delay is due to the so called dry gases of the troposphere, such as the nitrogen and oxygen. This is called the dry delay. The remaining ten percent comes from the water vapor and this is called the wet delay.
Since the troposphere is not a dispersive medium, as the ionosphere is, the tropospheric delay
cannot be eliminated using a dual frequency GPS receiver. Instead some sort of model must
be used. Fortunately, the dry delay only depends on the temperature and pressure of the troposphere and is fairly easy to predict [Klobuchar & Kunches, 2003]. The wet delay is much
harder to predict but is only responsible for ten percent of the total tropospheric delay.
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Almost all models for the troposphere calculate the wet and dry delays separately. To calculate these delays some notion about the temperature and pressure is needed. This data can
come from external thermometers and barometers but it is usually enough to look them up in
a table. The GPS specifications do not provide a model for the troposphere (as it does with the
Klobuchar model for the ionosphere). However, most GPS receivers have a tropospheric
model implemented.

6.3.1 Tropospheric corrections in MOPS
The troposphere model that is specified within the MOPS is just like any other model. It does
not use any messages from the satellites and is completely standalone1. The MOPS troposphere model calculates the wet and dry delays from the receiver’s altitude and five metrological values. These five values are: pressure, temperature, water vapor pressure, temperature
lapse rate and water vapor pressure lapse rate. These metrological values are contained in two
tables, one for the average and one for seasonal variations. The tables are ordered by latitude.
The values are then interpolated from the notion of the latitude and the day of year to come up
with the correct values. Then they are used in the calculations for the wet and dry delay. The
wet and dry delays are then summed and multiplied with a mapping function for each satellites elevation angle. [RTCA, 2001b]
A residual tropospheric error parameter is also calculated to ensure integrity. This parameter
is only dependent on the satellite’s elevation angle.

6.4 Long term corrections
The GPS satellites move in orbits around the earth at a considerable altitude and speed. To
compute the position the user must know exactly where the satellites are.
The GPS Master Control Station predicts the future orbits of the satellites based on measurements. The computed orbits, called an ephemeris, are estimated by a least-square curve fit to
the orbit. The computed orbital data are uploaded to the satellites typically once a day and the
ephemeris parameters broadcasted by a satellite change every two hour. The quality of the
broadcast ephemeris will deteriorate with time without fresh updates. The history of GPS has
shown that the accuracy of the orbital prediction is in the order of a few meters. This will create about a few meters of error in computing the users’ position.
The ephemeris prediction error is in table 1 stated to be 4.2 meter and this error can be significantly removed with the orbital correction provided by an augmentation system.
The satellite clock is another slowly varying component in the GPS system that SBAS can
provide correction for.

6.4.1 Long term corrections in MOPS
The long term corrections in the MOPS primarily remove the satellite ephemeris errors. The
discontinuities between one set of ephemeris parameters broadcast from a GPS satellite and
the next set can be reduced due to frequent observations of the GPS satellites orbits. The orbital correction in the MOPS specifies how large the drift of the GPS satellites is in X, Y and
Z direction. It is also possible for the service provider to send out rate of changes for a satellite then the velocity of the satellite location change is broadcasted.
1

The fact is that when we started our master thesis at NordNav they did not have any model for the troposphere
implemented in their receiver. Now they have taken the code we implemented for the MOPS troposphere model
and have incorporated that into their receiver.
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The long term corrections do not only provide orbital corrections but corrections of the satellite clock errors as well. This clock correction is broadcasted as many parts of a second each
satellite clock has drifted. In this case it is also possible to provide a rate of change in the correction, this time how many seconds per second the satellite’s clock slows or gets faster.
In the MOPS there is only one long term message specified, message type 25. One single
message can broadcast maximum four satellites long term corrections. The number of corrections in the message depends upon if the velocity of the corrections is sent or not. The
EGNOS applier stores the long term corrections for each satellite and uses it until either the
time out expires or new data arrives. As the long term corrections have to do with the satellite
position and the satellite clock those corrections must be applied before the pseudoranges are
calculated while the other corrections are added to each pseudorange.
The long term corrections does not have its own integrity, instead the integrity for long term is
bundled with the integrity for the fast corrections.

6.5 Fast correction
When GPS was created it gave the world the ability to know their position down to a few meters. This was unacceptable to the United States military, the system could be used by enemies. The solution was to introduce controlled errors or Selective Availability (SA) to degrade the navigation system. Such errors could of course be removed by authorized users. The
SA error was significantly larger than the errors inherent to the system. The signal degradation was achieved by rapidly changing the satellite clock. GPS with SA on made the position
error, for non authorized users, up to hundred meters. SA was deactivated by a Presidential
Order on 2 may 2000.

6.5.1 Fast corrections in MOPS
The fast corrections in MOPS are mainly designed to counteract the effects of SA. The standard is designed to try to remove the effects of SA and thus get a much better position solution. Since the SA was rapidly changing the satellite clock the fast correction messages from
the SBAS must be sent out very often. Each satellite must have new correction data at least
once every six seconds. Users update the corrections over time by applying a range rate correction term formed from recent fast corrections. The range rate correction is determined by
differencing the newer fast clock correction with an old one and dividing by the difference of
time of arrival. The resulting pseudorange fast correction is added to the user’s measured
pseudorange to remove the fast clock error. In this way it is possible to almost totally remove
the effect of SA.
The MOPS has specified six message types that is providing information about the fast clock
correction. Message type 2-5 and 24 contain the fast corrections for up to 51 satellites. The
EGNOS applier receives those messages and stores the range rate correction for each satellite.
There are other message types that are of importance to the fast correction; the degradation
messages and the PRN-mask message which hold information that is used to tie a fast correction to a specific satellite. The integrity information of both the long term corrections and the
fast corrections is in the same message as the fast correction.
According to the MOPS the plan is to not send out fast corrections as often when SA is turned
off and only send out the integrity parameters once every six seconds1. There is a defined
message type that only is for integrity, message type 6.
1

However, ESTB and WAAS are still broadcasting fast corrections but exactly what those corrections correct is
not clear to us.
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6.6 Shared
There are some MOPS message types that are common to more than one correction type.
Therefore the EGNOS applier has an extra part called shared to store that information.

6.6.1 PRN mask
The fast corrections in message type 2-5 and 24 do not contain any direct information of
which satellite the correction is for. Instead the receiver must first receive a PRN mask message to be able to map the information in the fast corrections to a specific satellite. This is
done to reduce the number of bits that needs to be sent every time a fast correction message is
sent. The PRN mask is also used together with the fast correction degradation messages to
map degradations to correct satellite.
The change between two PRN masks is a rare occurrence but when it happens the system can
use two different masks at the same time. 2 bits specify the PRN mask number so the user is
assured to use the correct one.

6.7 Integrity
Integrity is the driving force behind SBAS. The performance of any navigation system is
measured by its accuracy, integrity, availability and continuity. Of these four factors the integrity is the most important factor in safety-of-life applications. Without some assurance of the
system integrity we have no way of knowing if the navigation information is correct. The system could mislead us if we are not sure that it operates as it should. The navigation system
must have the ability to provide timely warnings to users when the system should not be used.
This capability is known as the integrity of the system.
Unpredictable errors can occur in a satellite or in the master control centre and it is important
that the user of the system do not use this satellite. Integrity anomalies are rare but can be
critical, especially for air navigation.
There has been much effort to develop a technique to provide integrity for GPS airborne users. Previously, aviation has had to use Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM), a
technique exploiting redundant satellites, to provide sufficient integrity. This technique requires good geometry and wide margins. As such it is suitable for en route flying and nonprecision approach. However, precision approach, which brings airplanes close to the ground,
has more stringent needs. An SBAS will enable aircraft to conduct varying levels of precision
approach.
The integrity of the position comes in two values; the Vertical Protection Limit (VPL) and
Horizontal Protection Limit (HPL). The VPL says by how much the position in the worst case
could be off vertically and HPL says the same about the horizontally position. A typical value
for HPL is six meters and for VPL about ten meters.
Integrity risk is defined as the probability that the protection level exceeds either the Horizontal or Vertical Alert Limits (HAL and VAL). The alert limits are set to different values depending on the current phase of flight.

6.7.1 Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring
To get integrity without using an augmentation system a RAIM algorithm can be used. The
RAIM algorithm is implemented in the users’ receiver and uses an overdetermined solution to
perform a consistency check. There need to be 5 satellites in view to detect a satellite anomaly. For use as a backup system it is enough to warn when there is some fault in the system. If
GPS would be used as the primary navigation system onboard, the system should not only be
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able to detect an error, it should also be able to remove the faulty satellite from the position
solution. If a RAIM algorithm is used in the GPS receivers and this system would be the primary navigation system then there must be six or more satellites in visible range.
With RAIM it is possible to find a single satellite failure. This form of RAIM cannot be made
robust against any type of multiple satellite error. If there are errors in two satellites it is possible that these two errors would yield zero contribution to the statistic and yet result in a large
positioning error. However, RAIM is one layer of a multi-layer integrity structure. It cannot
guarantee catching all errors, but no system can. The solution is to measure the integrity in
more than one layer, there must be multiple independent, redundant systems.

6.7.2 Integrity in MOPS
The Minimum Operational Performance Standard (MOPS) for SBAS specify the computation
of the Vertical Protection Level (VPL) and Horizontal Protection Level (HPL) of the differentially corrected navigation solution which must be met at a probability of 99.99999%. Thus
the true error must not exceed the protection level more than once in 107 seconds. If the computed protection level exceeds the corresponding alert limit then there is an integrity alarm.
The integrity in MOPS is fairly simple for the user. The system send out bounds on the pseudoranges, one for each correction, and the receiver puts all these variances together and thus
have a bound of the corrected pseudorange. The bounds on each pseudorange correction are
transformed to a bound on the final pseudorange.
The bounds are obtained by using differentially corrected measurements of which the validity
has been checked by the ground network in the absence of failures that are local to the user.
The bounds on each pseudorange are based on the model of a zero mean normal position error
distribution. This error bound is based on the assumption of a Gaussian probability distribution. Unfortunately, the positions determined using corrections from the augmentation system
have errors which do not quite follow such a distribution. The solution for this problem in
SBAS systems is to overbound the errors with a protection limit which safely accounts for the
occasional larger than normal errors. [Ober, 2003]
The interesting information for the user is not how large the bounds are on each pseudorange
instead the important information is about the position of the user. The bound on each pseudorange has to be used in a least square position solution to get the protection levels in the vertical and the horizontal direction. This is done as RTCA (2001a) specify in Appendix J.
As long as the protection level is below the alert limit safe navigation is assured with extremely high level of confidence. Users are notified within six seconds of any issuance of hazardously misleading information (HMI) that would cause an error in the GPS position estimate. MOPS states that integrity information shall be broadcast at least once every 6 seconds
which means that all other messages have to be sent between those integrity messages.
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7 Analysis
In this section we are going to present the results of the EGNOS receiver which includes the
accuracy, the integrity and a section about the performance of the EGNOS decoder and the
EGNOS applier.

7.1 Test setup
As stated in the introduction one of the goals with this project was to implement an
EGNOS/WAAS compatible receiver for real-time use, but as the project has proceed there
was no time to do the final integration of our code and the NordNav-R30 receiver code. Instead of integrating the code in the GPS-receiver the test and analyze phase of the EGNOS
implementation was done in post processing mode. NordNav provided us with an offline
processor1 that was used to test our implementation and thus the EGNOS performance. The
post processor needs the pseudoranges and then it is possible to use various kinds of correction sources to correct the pseudoranges. In this way it is easy to change for example the ionosphere model. To be able to analyze in post process mode the collecting of data is an important task. Figure 27 depicts the setup to collect the test data.

Figure 27. Test setup A) Reference GPS receiver,
B) SISNeT receiver.
In this setup, Figure 27, we have used a reference GPS receiver to receive the GPS pseudorange data. The reference receiver also receives the broadcasted Klobuchar ionosphere model
and the ephemeris data provided by GPS. It could also receive EGNOS messages, but not
apply those. The EGNOS messages can also be received in real-time with a SISNeT client.
The messages are in that case broadcasted via internet.
The original plan was also to use the NordNav-30 receiver and be able to compare the solutions from both receivers but it could not be done at the time for the test. The pseudoranges
from the reference receiver are instead used in the NordNav post mission tool.

7.2 Data collection
This setup was used in the data collection session that was planned to be more than 24 hours
in Luleå but there were a few problems before and during the data collection. The ESTB satellites, which are broadcasting an EGNOS like signal before the system is declared operational,
1

This is the navigation module in the NordNav-30.
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were hard to find. Luleå is at the border of the EGNOS coverage area and the GEO satellites
are stationary in low elevations in the north of Europe. It usually takes some time to find the
satellites but this particularly day the reference receiver was unable to find the ESTB satellites
at all. Instead we were forced to use SISNeT as the only source of EGNOS messages. The
availability of the SISNeT system is not that reliable and after six hours the system was not
delivering any more messages, thus our 24 hour data set was reduced to 6 hours.
The receiver was stationary during the data collection and the true position of the receiver was
known. The pseudoranges were stored to disk every 5 seconds or with a frequency of 0.2 Hz.

7.3 Position accuracy
The horizontal position accuracy is in the specification said to be better with EGNOS than in
a GPS standalone receiver. The position spread should go from about 10 meter down to
around 2 meter. Figure 28 illustrates the six hour horizontal position fix with the standalone
reference GPS receiver.
Here we will use the 2dRMS value to be able to compare the two horizontal position accuracy
scatter plots. Technically, 2dRMS is defined as two times the distance Root Mean Square
(RMS) error, which in simple words means that one averages the squared errors of the fixes
and then takes the square root. The 2dRMS value is sometimes referred as the circle where
95% of the measurements are within1. The 2dRMS is 2.4 meter in the GPS standalone solution.

Figure 28. GPS standalone position accuracy.

1

These two definitions of RMS error exactly agree only if the Rayleigh error model is exact - which it is not.
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This is an extremely good result for a GPS standalone receiver but still we can see in the scatter plot that some of the position fixes is a bit away from the true position. Actually the GPS
standalone position is a bit better than it should be due to the fact that we have used another
source of the ionospheric model than the broadcasted GPS model but the important thing to
notice in Figure 28 is the drift of the position up to the left in the plot. The position is drifting
away due to a satellites pseudorange is distorted in some way.
Figure 29 illustrates the horizontal position error when the EGNOS corrections are used. The
2dRMS value is in this case 1.6 m which is better than the 2 meter that the MOPS specifies. If
we compare the EGNOS corrected scatter plot, Figure 29, with the GPS standalone scatter
plot, Figure 28, we see that EGNOS has removed the drift of the position.

Figure 29. Position accuracy with EGNOS corrections applied.
As stated in chapter 2.2 the GEO satellites could also be used as an additional ranging source
to enhance the navigation system even more. In this project we have not used the GEO satellites in this way. It is also important to point out the fact that Luleå is at the border of the
EGNOS coverage area. The accuracy could be even better in, for example, France or Germany.
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7.4 Integrity
To be able to analyze the integrity of the system there need to be data collection over a longer
period, at least receiving data during one week or more. In this case we only had the six hour
data as used in the accuracy section above. The EGNOS messages are received with the SISNeT receiver which causes some problems for the integrity. The SISNeT system is as EGNOS
in a test phase and thus this internet based system is not as stable as it should. The transmitting SISNeT server had some problem with the continuity during our six hour test period, five
times there was one or more messages lost. According to the MOPS should the integrity be
stated invalid if four or more consecutive messages are lost. The EGNOS applier is implemented as the MOPS specify and thus the integrity must be reinitialised those five times
where message is lost due to the SISNeT server. This will cause some problems as we will see
in the integrity plots.
If the position is stationary the integrity can be illustrated with a triangle chart. This chart illustrates the integrity with the position error at the x-axis and the protection level at the y-axis.
Points on the right side of the diagonal mean that the system informs the user that the position
is within a specific level but the error is in reality over that level, this is named Misleading
Information (MI) or Hazardous Misleading Information (HMI). Each bin in the chart tabulates
the number of occurrences of a specific (error, protection level) pair and the greyscale of each
grid indicates the total number of epochs in which that pair occurred. The greyscale is logarithmic and the bins are quantized into 0.125 m bins.

Figure 30. Triangle chart of the horizontal integrity.
Figure 30 illustrates the triangle chart of the horizontal position integrity. The Horizontal
Alert Limit (HAL) for Category I precision approach, indicated by the horizontal and vertical
lines, is set in the MOPS System Specification at 30 m. Points with HPL above the HAL raise
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the alarm condition and constitute at least a loss of availability and possibly a continuity failure.
In Figure 30 there are 18 points where the system cannot be used according to the system.
Those points is there due to the message loss with SISNeT. The major part of the integrity
points is in the area between 5-10 meters.
The triangle chart for the vertical integrity is illustrated in Figure 31. Here is the Vertical Alert
Limit (VAL) level set to 12 and 20 m. These two VALs correspond to the Category I and proposed Instrument Precision with Vertical guidance (IPV) approach procedures. The vertical
position is much harder to calculate in GPS due to weaker geometry but the alert limits are
more stringent. As we see in the picture 99.9 % of the calculated positions are below 7 meter
error from the true position which is well below both the CAT 1 and the IPV alert limits. In
Figure 31 we also see the effect of missed messages, but this time there are 57 position fixes
over the protection level.

Figure 31. Triangle chart of the vertical integrity.

7.5 Performance
Here follows some analysis of the code in our implementation of the EGNOS receiver. The
questions we wanted answers to were different for the EGNOS decoder and the EGNOS applier.

7.5.1 EGNOS decoder
It is important for the EGNOS decoder to do things as quickly as possible since it is called so
often and has to do so much work. The backbone for the decoder is the Viterbi decoder and
the CRC calculation. The rest of the code mostly uses these two parts. A quick look with
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gprof shows that the Viterbi decoder is responsible for almost half of the runtime. The CRC
calculation on the other hand is almost negligible. Consequently, to improve the speed of the
EGNOS decoder we should foremost look for ways of making the Viterbi decoder more efficient.
To find out whether our Viterbi implementation could be improved we compared it to an open
source Viterbi decoder. The SIMD Viterbi decoder provides library functions for Viterbi decoding and is released under GNU Public License [Karn, 2001]. The decoder comes in four
different versions: three Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) versions for MMX, SSE
and SSE2 and one plain non-SIMD version.
The SIMD Viterbi decoder is downloadable as source code which you have to compile yourself. Together with the code is a test suite that checks that the compiled binary functions properly and reveals how many bits per second the decoder can manage. To compare our implementation against this we hacked in our source code into the source code from the SIMD
Viterbi decoder. Then, after building it, we used the test suite to check the speed of the decoding process. The speed of the original SIMD Viterbi decoder was also checked. The tests were
done on a 1.4GHz P4 running Linux kernel 2.4.26. The results are shown in Table 2.
Version
Our implementation
Non-SIMD
SIMD: MMX
SIMD: SSE
SIMD: SSE2

bits/s
499 512
572 067
7 314 290
8 533 330
11 377 800

scale factor
100%
115%
1500%
1700%
2300%

Table 2. Viterbi decoding speed with different implementations.
We are very pleased with the results considering that efficiency was not our main focus. Our
Viterbi implementation could be improved by at least 15% without having to resort to SIMD
instructions. What is more interesting, however, are the SIMD versions that are up to 23 times
faster for SSE2. A further refinement of our EGNOS receiver implementation would definitely call for a solution like this.

7.5.2 EGNOS applier
For the applier it is interesting to know how much code each section contains. This is especially of interest to others who are thinking of implementing MOPS. It is also of interest to
know how computational expensive the code is.
To get a fair glimpse of the amount of code in each section we count how many lines of code
each source file in that section contains. This method has its drawbacks but it is an easy way
of doing it and it gives a fairly good idea of the code complexity.
The computational expensiveness of each section was computed using gprof. The code was
executed on two different machines under different operating systems (an AMD Athlon running Windows XP Pro and a Pentium III running Linux kernel 2.4.18). An average of these
two runs were taken. The results are presented in Figure 32.
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Figure 32. Performance of the EGNOS applier
The most complex and time consuming part are by far the ionospheric corrections. Should we
analyze the memory usage we would probably find that this part uses the most memory too.
This is all due to the rather complex ionospheric model that is used in the MOPS.
Second in code complexity is the message parsing. This is not at all strange as this part needs
to include information about the structure of every MOPS message that needs to be parsed. It
also rates third on the computational expensiveness scale.
The fast corrections also use a lot of code and time. The time consuming can be explained by
the fact that fast correction messages arrives often. The code is large due to the PRN-mask
change possibility.
The tropospheric corrections uses very little code but that code is almost entirely made up of
floating point calculations. Depending on the machine this can be very time consuming.
Lastly we have the long term corrections. Although quite a lot of code, it uses close to no
computational power. This is easily understandable as the MOPS messages for the long term
corrections arrives infrequently and does not need any further calculations before they are
used.
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8 Conclusion
The overall task for this master thesis has been to implement a functional receiver for
EGNOS. This has been done. Although the receiver can be refined further (and probably
should, see section 8.1), the main parts of the MOPS is implemented. This means that the
primary goal of the master thesis has been reached.
Another goal for the master thesis was to evaluate EGNOS as a system. It is important to realize that EGNOS and other SBAS are made for aviation users. There is no problem for others
to use it but the focus during the creation and design of the system has always been on the
aviation industry. The integrity is a far more important aspect of EGNOS to aviation users and
thus the integrity aspect is more important than the accuracy. As shown in chapter 7, the position accuracy with EGNOS is not always significantly better than that of GPS alone.
Unfortunately, we have not been able to fully evaluate the integrity aspect of the system. Furthermore, the accuracy aspect also needs to be evaluated further. The conclusion must be that
EGNOS and SBAS look promising but more work is needed before anything definite can be
said.
This master thesis should be a good basis for further work within this area.

8.1 Future work
The EGNOS receiver is a functional prototype for receiving EGNOS signals and interpreting
them. However, before using it for anything more than evaluation purposes the EGNOS receiver should probably be re-implemented.

8.1.1 EGNOS decoder
The EGNOS decoder already works very well. There are things that could be done to make it
more efficient though. A new Viterbi implementation using SIMD instructions could be used
to greatly improve the efficiency.
The decoder could also be extended to use the geostationary satellites as extra ranging
sources.

8.1.2 EGNOS applier
The EGNOS applier could use a lot of improvement. Its major design features are good but
could perhaps be refined further. Things to do include:
•
•
•

More robust handling of redundant SBAS satellites.
Added real-time SISNeT capabilities.
A better way of handling timeouts.

Some message types declared in the MOPS are not implemented in the EGNOS applier at all.
Most of these message types are not directly related to SBAS. The following message types
are not implemented:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Type 8, Estimated RMS Error message. Used only in WAAS.
Type 9, GEO navigation message.
Type 12, WAAS network time/UTC offset parameters.
Type 17, GEO Almanacs message.
Type 27, WAAS service message.
Type 28, Clock-Ephemeris Covariance Matrix Message.
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Message type 9 is the navigation data for the GEO satellites (like ephemeris for GPS) and the
message type 17 is like the GPS almanac information sent out from GPS but this time it is for
the GEO:s.
Message type 28 is implemented in EGNOS and type 27 is sent from WAAS. Both message
type 27 and 28 has one purpose, to calculate the UDRE terms. This is a degradation of the
integrity for the position solution and is used when the receiver is outside the service area or
no degradation messages are received. The MOPS states that if there is no active Type 28
message, all the UDRE terms are defined to be 1 (unless a Type 27 message has been received). In our implementation of the receiver the UDRE are always set to 1.
Message type 8 is not implemented because there are better ways to weight the position solution than using that message.
Message type 12 is of more concern if the user is interesting in the time in UTC.
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Appendix A. Acronyms and abbreviations
DGPS:
DRMS:
DoD:

Differential GPS
Distance Root Mean Square
Department of Defence

EGNOS:
ESTB:
ESA:

European Geostationary Navigation Overlay System
EGNOS System Test Bed
European Space Agency

FAA:

Federal Aviation Administration

GEO:
GLONASS:
GNSS:
GPS:

Geostationary Earth Orbit
Global Navigation Satellite System (Russia)
Global Navigation Satellite System
Global Positioning System

HMI:
HPL:

Hazardously Misleading Information
Horizontal Protection Level

ICAO:

International Civil Aviation Organisation

MTSAT:
MSAS:
MOPS:

Multi-functional Transport Satellite
MTSAT Satellite Based Augmentation System
Minimum Operational Performance Standard

PRN:

Pseudo Random Noise

RAIM:
RIMS:

Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring
Ranging and Integrity Monitor Stations

SA:
SARP:
SBAS:
SISNeT:

Selective Availability
Standards and Recommended Practices
Satellite Based Augmentation System
Signal in Space through the Internet

UDRE
U.S.:
UTC:

User Differential Residual Error
United States
Universal Time Conversion

VPL:

Vertical Protection Level

WAAS:

Wide Area Augmentation System
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Appendix B. Software tools links
MinGW Minimalist GNU for Windows <http://www.mingw.org/>
XEmacs The next generation of Emacs <http://www.xemacs.org/>
Valgrind A GPL'
d system for debugging and profiling x86-Linux programs
<http://valgrind.kde.org/>
MathWorks’ Matlab The Language of Technical Computing
<http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/>
ActiveState’s ActivePerl The industry-standard Perl distribution for Linux, Solaris and Windows <http://www.activestate.com/Products/ActivePerl/>
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